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features	 that	 are	 relatively	 outlying	 or	 deviant	 (‘robust	 averaging’).	 	 Why	 humans	 adopt	 an	13	
integration	policy	that	discards	important	decision	information	remains	unknown.	Here,	observers	14	
were	 asked	 to	 judge	 the	 average	 tilt	 in	 a	 circular	 array	 of	 high-contrast	 gratings,	 relative	 to	 an	15	
orientation	boundary	defined	by	a	central	reference	grating.	Observers	showed	robust	averaging	of	16	
orientation,	 but	 the	 extent	 to	 which	 they	 did	 so	 was	 a	 positive	 predictor	 of	 their	 overall	17	
performance.	 Using	 computational	 simulations,	 we	 show	 that	 although	 robust	 averaging	 is	18	
suboptimal	for	a	perfect	integrator,	it	paradoxically	enhances	performance	in	the	presence	of	“late”	19	







give	 unequal	 weight	 to	 sources	 that	 are	 deviant	 or	 unusual,	 a	 phenomenon	 called	 “robust	27	
averaging”.	 	Here,	we	use	computer	simulations	 to	 try	 to	understand	why	humans	do	this.	 	Our	28	
simulations	show	that	under	the	assumption	that	information	processing	is	limited	by	a	source	of	29	































evenly.	 Why,	 then,	 do	 humans	 give	 more	 weight	 to	 inliers	 than	 outliers	 during	 integration	 of	61	




whether	 robust	 averaging	 is	 still	 observed	even	when	 the	distribution	of	 sensory	 information	 is	66	
uniform	around	the	circle	and	varies	randomly	from	trial.	Using	this	approach,	we	show	that	human	67	
robust	averaging	can	be	conceived	of	as	a	policy	that	rapidly	allocates	limited	resources	(gain;	see	68	


















Human	 participants	 (N	 =	 24)	 took	 part	 in	 two	 psychophysical	 testing	 sessions	 separated	 by	87	
approximately	one	week.	On	each	of	2048	trials,	they	viewed	an	array	of	8	high-contrast	gratings	88	
presented	in	a	ring	around	a	single	central	(reference)	grating	(Fig.	1).		The	grating	orientations	were	89	
drawn	 from	 a	 single	 Gaussian	 distribution	 with	 mean	 µ	Î	 {-20°,	 -10°,	 10°,	 20°}	 and	 standard	90	
deviation	s	Î	 {8°,	 16°}	 relative	 to	 the	 reference.	 Their	 task	was	 to	 report	whether	 the	average	91	
orientation	in	the	array	was	clockwise	(CW)	or	counterclockwise	(CCW)	of	the	central	grating.	The	92	
reference	grating	was	drawn	uniformly	and	randomly	from	around	the	circle,	and	varied	on	either	93	
a	trial-by-trial	 (variable	reference)	or	block-by-block	 (fixed	reference)	 fashion.	Fixed	and	variable	94	










































first	 compared	 the	 coefficients	with	a	 factorial	ANOVA,	 crossing	 the	 factors	of	 session	 (fixed	vs.	137	
variable	reference)	and	bin.		Consistent	with	the	accuracy	data	above,	this	yielded	a	main	effect	of	138	
session	(F1,20	=	59.54,	p	<	0.001).	However,	there	was	also	a	main	effect	of	bin	(F2.02,40.37=	6.23,	p	=	139	
0.004)	with	no	 interaction	between	 these	 factors	 (p	 =	 0.31).	Next,	 for	 each	 session,	we	directly	140	
compared	the	weights	associated	with	(i)	the	four	inlying	bins	(bin	3,	4,	5,	6]	and	(ii)	the	four	outlying	141	






















𝐷𝑉 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑋$)-$./ ⋅ 𝑋$ 1	164	



























This	 is	consistent	with	a	compression	of	 those	array	elements	 that	were	outlying	relative	 to	 the	192	
reference,	i.e.	a	robust	averaging	policy.	To	confirm	that	the	model	was	showing	robust	averaging,	193	
we	 then	created	model	 choices	under	 the	best-fitting	parameterisation,	by	 randomly	 simulating	194	
binary	 choices	 from	 the	 estimates	 of	 choice	 probability	 using	 the	 best-fitting	model.	 Using	 this	195	
approach,	we	were	able	to	recreate	the	pattern	of	accuracy	(Fig.	2,	dots)	and	weighting	profile	(Fig.	196	










As	 thus	described,	our	model	assumes	no	noise	 in	 the	encoding	of	each	 individual	grating.	 	This	208	
assumption	follows	from	the	fact	that	 in	the	experiment,	each	individual	array	element	(grating)	209	
was	 presented	 with	 full	 contrast	 and	 thus	 the	 orientation	 should	 have	 been	 relatively	 easy	 to	210	
















power-law	 transducers.	 However,	 these	 functions	 are	 intended	 to	 describe	 the	 output	 of	227	
computations	that	occur	at	individual	neurons.	To	demonstrate	how	transfer	functions	of	this	form	228	
might	arise,	we	additionally	simulated	decisions	with	a	population	coding	model,	in	which	features	229	




the	population	coding	model	was	also	able	 to	 recreate	 the	pattern	of	accuracy	 (fig.	S6)	and	the	234	
weighting	profile	(fig.	S7)	displayed	by	human	participants.	However,	we	chose	to	model	our	data	235	
with	 the	 simpler,	 psychophysical	 variant	 of	 the	 model,	 because	 it	 does	 not	 require	 additional	236	





under	different	levels	of	late	noise	and	degree	of	robust	averaging	by	exploring	different	values	of	242	 𝑠	and	𝑘.	Model	performance	 (simulated	decision	accuracy)	 for	 the	power	model	under	different	243	
values	of	𝑘	and	𝑠	is	shown	in	Fig.	5A	(left	panel).	As	expected,	performance	worsens	with	increasing	244	
late	noise	(bluish	lines).	However,	performance	also	depends	on	𝑘.	When	late	noise	𝑠	is	higher,	the	245	






axis,	 corresponding	𝑔	is	 plotted	on	 the	 top	 x-axis)	 and	 late	 noise	 (𝑠;	 in	 a	 range	of	 0.05	 to	 5)	 in	252	
coloured	lines	with	reddish	(bluish)	lines	show	simulations	with	lowest	(highest)	late	noise.	The	black	253	
line	 is	 the	 accuracy	 of	 the	model	 when	 items	were	 allocated	with	 equivalent	 gain	 and	 equally	254	
integrated	 (𝑘 	=	 1)	 (B)	 After	 simulating	 model	 accuracy	 of	 the	 equivalent	 gain	 linear	 model,	255	
performance	difference	between	the	power	model	and	the	linear	model	is	shown	in	the	coloured	256	
surface.	Positive	values	(yellow-red)	show	parameters	where	the	nonlinear	model	performance	is	257	















then	 compared	 the	 performance	of	 the	model	 under	 each	 transfer	 function	with	 an	 equivalent	274	
linear	model,	in	which	decision	values	were	computed	under	𝑘	=	1	(no	compression)	but	rescaled	275	

















































for	 each	 subject	 and	 performance	 on	 (left	 out)	 odd	 trials,	 separately	 for	 the	 fixed	 and	 variable	325	
reference	sessions:	326	
	327	 𝑐𝑜𝑟 = 𝛽9 +	𝛽/𝑘 +	𝛽;𝑠 + 𝛽<𝑠 ∗ 𝑘	328	






performance	 across	 the	 human	 cohort.	 	 In	 the	 fixed	 reference	 session,	 neither	𝑘 	nor	 𝑠 	was	335	
significant	predictors	of	performance	(p	=	0.56	and	p	=	0.16	respectively),	but	their	interaction	was	336	
























also	capacity	 limits	 in	human	 information	processing.	Processing	capacity	allows	a	multiplicative	361	
gain	to	be	applied	to	feature	values,	with	higher	gain	ensuring	that	feature	values	are	converted	to	362	
cumulative	 decision	 values	 that	 fall	 further	 from	 the	 category	 boundary	 (here,	 the	 reference	363	
orientation).	When	decision	values	are	further	from	the	category	boundary,	they	are	more	resilient	364	
to	“late”	noise,	which	might	otherwise	drive	them	to	the	incorrect	side	of	the	category	boundary,	365	














that	 are	 highly	 unlikely	 to	 occur;	 whereas	 allocating	 gain	 to	 those	 features	 that	 occur	 most	380	
frequently	will	confer	the	greatest	benefit.	This	benefit,	however,	is	only	observable	when	decisions	381	







The	 current	 study	 adds	 to	 an	 emerging	 body	 of	work	 that	 the	 human	 brain	may	 have	 evolved	389	
perceptual	 processing	 steps	 that	 squash,	 compress	or	discretise	 feature	 information	 in	order	 to	390	
make	decisions	 robust	 to	noise	 [15].	 	 In	another	 recent	 line	of	work,	participants	were	asked	to	391	
compare	the	average	height	of	two	simultaneously-occurring	streams	of	bars	[20]	or	average	value	392	
of	two	streams	of	numbers	[21].		Human	choices	were	best	described	by	a	model	which	discarded	393	








gain	 allocation	 occurs.	 In	 previous	 work,	 robust	 averaging	 was	 found	 to	 vary	 with	 the	 overall	402	
































The	 study	was	 approved	by	 the	Medical	 Science	 Interdivisional	 Research	 Ethics	 Committee	 (MS	435	
IDREC)	 of	 the	 Central	 University	 Research	 Ethics	 Committee	 from	 the	 University	 of	 Oxford.	436	














































(group)	 level.	A	 threshold	of	p	<	0.05	was	 imposed	for	all	analyses,	and	we	used	a	Greenhouse-483	
Geisser	correction	for	sphericity	where	appropriate,	so	that	some	degrees	of	freedom	(d.f.)	are	no	484	
longer	integers.	We	first	compared	accuracy	and	reaction	times	for	different	levels	of	µ	and	s	 in	485	
each	 session.	 Next,	 we	 used	 probit	 regression	 to	 estimate	 the	weight	 with	which	 each	 sample	486	
influenced	choices,	as	a	 function	of	 its	position	relative	to	the	reference	angle	 in	both	fixed	and	487	
variable	 reference	 session.	 For	 all	 analyses,	we	excluded	13%	of	 trials	 (‘wraparound’	 trials)	 that	488	
contained	one	or	more	orientations	that	were	>0.79rad	or	<	0.79rad	 (equivalent	to	>45°	or	<-45°)	489	
relative	to	the	reference,	thereby	ensuring	that	we	were	working	within	a	space	in	which	feature	490	














Power	model.	Each	element	𝑖	was	 characterised	by	a	 feature	 value	𝑋$ 	in	 radians	 (in	 the	 range	 -505	
0.79rad	 to	 0.79rad)	 that	was	 proportional	 to	 its	 orientation	 relative	 to	 the	 reference.	 Our	model	506	
assumes	 that	 the	 decision	 value	 (𝐷𝑉 )	 that	 determined	 choice	 on	 each	 trial	 was	 computed	 by	507	
transforming	orientations	relative	to	reference	using	a	power-law	transducer	parameterised	by	an	508	
exponent	𝑘.	509	
𝐷𝑉 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑋$)-$./ ⋅ 𝑋$ 1	510	
(1)	511	
The	functions	that	map	feature	value	𝑋	onto	decision	values	𝐷𝑉	for	low	and	high	values	of	𝑘.	For	512	
the	 special	 case	𝑘	=	1,	 the	DV	 is	equivalent	 to	 the	 simple	 sum	of	Xi;	 this	 is	 the	 rule	used	by	 the	513	
experimenter	to	determine	feedback.		Next,	we	calculated	choice	probabilities	by	passing	the	𝐷𝑉	514	







to	see	that	𝑘	in	turn	varies	the	overall	scaling	of	any	hypothetically	occurring	feature	values	onto	522	 𝐷𝑉.	When	𝑘	<	 1,	 average	 (absolute)	 values	 of	𝐷𝑉	are	 inflated,	 and	 thus	 pushed	 away	 from	 the	523	
category	 boundary,	 increasing	 simulated	 performance.	 We	 wished	 to	 ensure	 that	 model	524	








corrects	 for	 the	 inflation	 that	 would	 occur	 under	 differing	 values	 of	𝑘 .	 	 We	 implemented	 this	533	
correction	when	comparing	equivalent	 linear	and	nonlinear	models	with	parameter	𝑘,	 either	by	534	
multiplying	the	input	features	of	the	linear	model	by	𝑔,	or	equivalently,	by	dividing	the	output	of	535	
the	nonlinear	model	by	𝑔.	 Importantly,	 this	 correction	was	applied	over	 the	 features	 that	 could	536	
occur,	not	the	features	that	did	occur	under	our	mixture	of	Gaussian-distributed	categories.	It	is	for	537	
this	reason	that	the	nonlinear	model	leads	to	improved	predicted	performance	in	the	experiment	538	
we	conducted,	but	not	 in	a	simulated	experiment	 in	which	 features	were	uniformly	drawn	from	539	
across	feature	space	(Fig.	6).	540	
	541	
Equivalent	 gain	 linear	 model.	 For	 each	 nonlinear	 model	 variant	 𝑘 	in	 the	 power	 model,	 we	542	
compute	𝐷𝑉	using	a	linear	model	with	equivalent	gain	factor,	i.e.	a	model	with	the	following	form:	543	
𝐷𝑉B$CDEF 	= 𝑋$-$./ ⋅ 𝑔	545	
(3)	544	
Where	DVlinear	 refers	 to	 the	 cumulative	 decision	 value	 of	 all	 feature	 value	Xi	 after	 applied	with	546	
equivalent	gain	–	𝑔.	This	ensures	that	each	nonlinear	power	model	is	compared	to	a	linear	model	547	
with	an	equivalent	total	input-to-output	scaling	of	decision	values.		Using	this	approach,	we	could	548	





𝐷𝑉GHCIJECJ = 𝐷𝑉𝑔 	555	
	(4)	556	
Where	𝐷𝑉GHCIJECJ 	refers	 to	 the	decision	 variable	with	 constant	 gain	 across	 different	 levels	 of	𝑘.	557	
Under	a	𝑘	<	1	case,	inlying	items	will	be	allocated	with	more	resources	at	the	expense	of	depriving	558	
resources	from	outlying	items,	while	under	a	𝑘	>	1	case,	outlying	items	will	be	allocated	with	more	559	





each	 model	 into	 choice	 probabilities.	 These	 choice	 probabilities	 are	 then	 used	 for	 maximum	565	
likelihood	estimation.	We	used	a	choice	function	of	the	following	form:	566	
	567	
𝐶𝑃 = 	 11 + 𝑒NOPQ 	568	
(5)	569	
We	ensured	via	visual	inspection	that	the	resulting	fits	were	convex	over	this	search	space.	We	then	570	





Early	 noise	 only	 model.	 To	 test	 our	 assumption	 that	 early	 sensory	 noise	 (noise	 arise	 prior	 to	576	
averaging)	alone	cannot	explain	subjects’	choice	behaviour,	we	created	a	model	where	each	feature	577	
value	𝑋$ 	was	corrupted	by	𝜀$,	a	sample	of	noise	drawn	independently	from	a	Gaussian	distribution	578	


























additional	 free	parameter.	The	amplitude	of	each	neuron’s	 tuning	curve	 (i.e.	 its	maximum	firing	606	
rate)	was	controlled	by	a	gain	factor	which	is	a	function	of	the	neuron’s	preferred	feature	value,	𝑓\,	607	
and	the	power	law:	608	 𝐺\ = |𝑓\|1_/	609	
(7)	610	
Where	𝐺\represents	 the	gain,	𝐺,	applied	to	neuron,	𝑗,	whose	preferred	 feature	value	 is	𝑓\,	and	a	611	
free	parameter,	𝑘,	controls	the	gain	applied	across	the	feature	space	in	the	neural	population.	The	612	
firing	rate	,	𝑅\$,	for	each	neuron	𝑗	given	a	particular	stimulus,	𝑋$,	is	computed	as:	613	 𝑅\$ = 𝑁(𝑋$, 𝑓\, 𝜀) ∙ 𝐺\ ⋅ 𝜌Μ	614	
(8)	615	
Where	𝑁(𝑋$, 𝑓\, 𝜀)	correspond	to	the	probability	density	of	a	Gaussian	with	mean,	𝑓\,	and	variance,	616	 𝜀,	evaluated	at	point,	𝑋$.	To	adjust	 for	the	scaling	of	output	values,	 the	product	of	 the	Gaussian	617	
density	 function	and	gain	 function	 is	additionally	scaled	by	de	,	which	 is	 the	ratio	of	 range	of	 the	618	
linear	 space	 in	 radians	 (𝜌)	 to	 the	 number	 of	 neurons	 (M).	 This	 ensures	 that	 the	 output	 of	 the	619	
population	activity	𝑅	will	remained	invariant	to	these	factors	of	no	interest	in	our	model.	Lastly,	the	620	
model's	estimate	of	a	stimulus,	𝑋$,	is	a	computed	from	the	population	of	neurons	as	follows:		621	










2)	 and	𝑠 	(in	 the	 range	 of	 0.05	 to	 10).	 For	 each	𝑘 	and	𝑠 	combination,	 we	 transformed	 a	 set	 of	632	
orientations	presented	to	subjects	in	the	experiment	using	the	given	k	and	computed	the	choice	633	





Model	 performance	 simulation.	 We	 simulated	 model	 performance	 (decision	 accuracy)	 under	639	
different	𝑘	in	 a	 range	of	 0.02	 to	2	 and	𝑠	in	 a	 range	of	 0.05	 to	5	 for	 the	power	model.	 For	 each	640	
combination	of	𝑘	and	𝑠,	 trial-to-trial	estimate	of	𝐷𝑉	was	 computed	and	 transformed	 into	choice	641	
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d’	 for	each	 level	of	 |μ|	 (mean)	and	σ	 (variance)	 conditions	were	 computed	 separately	 for	 fixed	713	

















model)	 were	 plotted	 against	 humans	 (darker	 coloured	 dots).	 Both	models	 successfully	 capture	732	
human	psychometric	functions	of	the	fixed	reference	and	the	variable	reference	sessions	(red	vs.	733	
























Lower	 values	𝑘 	(darker	 dots)	 have	 higher	 multiplicative	 gain,	 therefore	 the	 corresponding	𝑔 	is	758	
higher	for	low	value	of	𝑘	759	
	760	
Supporting	Information	File-	PLOS_CB_data.mat.	761	
Data	that	supports	the	findings	of	this	study.	It	requires	MATLAB	to	access.	762	
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